Stochastic reconstruction using multiple correlation functions with different-phase-neighbor-based pixel selection.
A reconstruction methodology based on threshold energy based energy minimization (TA) and different-phase-neighbor (DPN)-based pixel swapping is presented. The TA method uses an energy threshold rather than probabilities as an acceptance criteria for annealing steps. The DPN-based pixel selection method gives priority to pixels which are segregated from clusters instead of random selection. An in-house solver has been developed to obtain two-dimensional reconstructions of heterogeneous two-phase mediums. Compared to conventional simulated annealing with random pixel swapping, the proposed method was found to achieve an optimal structure with up to an order of magnitude reduction in energy. When selecting a threshold tolerance value, the proposed method showed a 50% improvement in convergence time compared to conventional simulated annealing with random pixel swapping. The improved algorithm is used to study the effect of multiple correlation functions during the reconstruction. It was found that a combination of two-point correlation function and lineal path function for both phases results in most accurate reconstructions.